Project-based Asset, Inventory, and Manufacturing

Automate procurement, streamline operations, and stay compliant by tracking assets, managing inventory, and integrating project manufacturing with accounting and project management.

Challenge

Maintaining effective control over inventory and manufacturing requires timely and accurate knowledge of where items are and how they are being used. Tracking information manually or in disconnected systems slows you down, introduces errors, and increases the effort needed to meet accounting and compliance standards.

Solution

Tap into the power of automation by connecting asset tracking and project management data with Unanet ERP for GovCon solutions.

Easily manage projects while accurately allocating costs with enhanced visibility into and control of your inventory and processes. Ensure compliance and improve your outputs with modern management software.

"The integration of Unanet and Flowtrac allowed us to streamline our processes and reporting to effectively manage procurement and inventory. We have seen reduced processing time and overhead costs while also getting everything we need for audit compliance."

Patrick Lenahan
Chief Financial Officer, Innoflight
## How it works

Our simple yet robust solution keeps operational and financial data synchronized so you can focus on delivering better outcomes.

### Highlights

- **Items, labor, and status** are all automatically updated in Unanet ERP and aligned with projects, contracts, and invoices.
- **Accurate and instant audit trail** of all activities.
- **Easily build and place orders, pay vendors, and invoice customers** from accurate, updated data.
- **Label printing, scanning via RFID or barcode, and mobile time tracking via Flowtrac**.
- **Built-in compliance guardrails** and flexible business rules to prevent errors or unallowable operations for borrow-payback and comingle or common inventory.
- **Integrated analytics and reporting** to gain insight from connected data in an instant.
- **Easily track Government Furnished Material and Equipment (GFM, GFE)** to satisfy FAR and efficiently pass audits.

---

### ERP GovCon

- Open Commits
- Invoice
- Vendor Master
- Labor and Non-Labor
- People
- Project, Task and Account

### Project-based Asset, Inventory, and Manufacturing

- Inventory Information
- Item Master
- BOM
- Barcoding/Scanning
- Item Complete
- Receipt
- Item Status
- Sales/Pick Orders
- Serial Numbers
- Warehousing
- Work Orders
- Assembly
- Project Transfers
- Shop Floor Time TITO
Automate to improve visibility, operations, and outcomes

A single solution with real-time visibility into projects, costs, and items helps you improve project performance.

- **Operational Efficiencies**: Item count, value, and project communicated to the ERP—no manual entries
- **Confidence & Compliance**: Item count, value, and project communicated to the ERP—no manual entries
- **Real-Time Data**: Record and reflect changes to inventory for both incoming and outgoing items
- **Accuracy**: Easily associate costs, margins to projects and gain insights & analytics
- **Margins and Costs**: Better data and more efficient operations saves money

Meet Unanet GovCon ERP

Unanet is a leading provider of project-based ERP and CRM solutions purpose-built for government contractors, architecture, engineering, construction, and professional services. More than 3,700 project-driven organizations depend on Unanet to turn their information into actionable insights, drive better decision-making, and accelerate business growth. All backed by a people-centered team invested in the success of your projects, people, and financials.

Ready to get started? **Schedule a demo**